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SECEP Mission Statement
In partnership with students, families, and communities, SECEP provides a safe
and nurturing environment, focused on meeting individual educational needs and
achieving meaningful outcomes for our diverse population of students.
——————————————————————————————————————

From the Executive Director
As I write this school year’s final message for the Eye on SECEP, there are about five weeks remaining in
the regular school year. However, this has been anything but a “regular” school year for our students, families,
and staff.
It has been over eight weeks since schools initially closed on March 16, 2020 at the direction of Governor
Northam due to the novel coronavirus, named COVID-19. On March 23, 2020, Governor Northam’s Executive
Order Number 53 caused the “cessation of all in-person instruction at K-12 schools, public and private, for the
remainder of the 2019-2020 school year”. To put this in perspective, Virginia had not closed all public schools
since the late 1950’s in response to federally mandated public school integration. This current school closure,
caused by the COVID-19 worldwide pandemic, is where we find ourselves today.
Despite these unprecedented circumstances brought on with no warning and little preparation, our SECEP
staff have risen to the challenge of working from home in order to provide learning opportunities for our
SECEP students. Through the creation of learning packets, virtual meetings and assignments, phone calls,
and/or emails, our dedicated SECEP staff have been reaching out to students and parents to keep them engaged
and participating in activities to reinforce the learning that had occurred before the closure. As we move into
the final weeks of the school year, SECEP continues to work with our participating divisions to implement their
distant learning plans so that their students in SECEP have similar learning opportunities as the other students
in their division. SECEP’s Information Technology Department continues to work to provide, when and where
we can, devices for students and staff so they can remain engaged. SECEP principals and administration
continue to encourage and lead teachers and other instructional staff through virtual staff meetings, emails, and
phone calls.
For the effort and dedication demonstrated by ALL SECEP staff, I say thank you for everything that you
have accomplished since the school closure and all you will do as we finish out the school year under these
unprecedented circumstances. To all of our students and their families confronted in these difficult and
challenging times with stay-at-home orders, loss of jobs, food stability concerns, and staying engaged with
at-home learning activities, I say thank you. Your efforts to remain engaged with at-home learning activities are
amazing. To our participating school division colleagues, I say thank you for your continuing collaboration as
we join together to provide instructional opportunities for your students who are with SECEP.
As we look to the summer and the 2020-2021 school year, there remain many unanswered questions.
SECEP will continue to follow the lead of our participating divisions on what future student engagement will
entail, in both distant learning and face-to-face environments. As SECEP learns more from each division
regarding summer programs/extended school year activities for Summer-2020 and the beginning of the
2020-2021 school year, we will share this information with all staff. When staff and students physically return
to schools and centers, we will work with our participating divisions to ensure all required safety measures are
in place to maintain the overall safety of our students and SECEP staff.
As we close out the 2019-2020 school year, please stay healthy, both physically and emotionally. Find
activities that allow you, as much as possible, to relax and rejuvenate. Be sure to make time to take care of
yourself. Also, look for ways to connect with your family and with all those you care about in a safe manner
over the summer.
In all that you do, remember that it is important to Learn, Work, and Play; even in the shadow of
COVID-19.

David B. Sadler
Executive Director
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2019-2020

SECEP Teacher of the Year-Overall Winners

SECEP has many truly remarkable teachers and every year we are honored to
announce our most outstanding teachers. These three teachers were chosen as the best
of the best for this school year. They were first selected as Teacher of the Year for their
City. Congratulations to our Overall Winners.

Overall Teacher of the Year
for the
ASP/EBICS Program

Ms. Kirsten Roth
SECEP Mack Benn ES

Overall Teacher of the Year
for the
Re-ED/TRAEP Program

Ms. Jamie Neal

SECEP at Renaissance
Academy

Overall Teacher of the Year for
REACH

Ms. Myesha Richardson
St. Mary’s
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2019-2020

SECEP ASP/EBICS Teacher of the Year
City Winners

These outstanding teachers were selected by their cities as the ASP/EBICS
Teacher of the Year for 2019-2020. Please take the time to congratulate them on
their dedication to their students and commitment to the teaching profession.

Ms. Patty Morrell

Chesapeake-Indian River HS

Ms. Eve Steet

Virginia Beach-Tallwood HS

Ms. Brenna Mork-Barringer
Portsmouth-Parkview ES

Ms. Lindsay Kelley
Norfolk-Willard Model
School
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2019-2020

SECEP Re-ED/TRAEP Teacher of the Year
City Winners

These outstanding teachers were selected by their cities as the Re-ED/TRAEP
Teacher of the Year for 2019-2020. Please take the time to congratulate them on
their dedication to their students and commitment to the teaching profession.

Ms. Pam Nunnery
Chesapeake Center

Ms. Barbara Bailey
Virginia Beach Windsor Woods ES

Ms. Dulcey Shell
Norfolk Center

Mr. Jack Waddell
Suffolk Center
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2019-2020

SECEP Teacher Assistant of the Year-Overall Winners

Congratulations to these outstanding Teacher Assistants. They have been recognized
by their colleagues as the best. Our Teacher Assistants are vital to our classrooms and
we acknowledge your expertise.

Overall Teacher Assistant of the Year
for the
ASP/EBICS Program

Ms. Brittany James

Virginia Beach-Windsor Woods ES

Overall Teacher Assistant of the Year
for the
Re-ED/TRAEP Program

Ms. Courtney Cox

SECEP Virginia Beach Center
Renaissance Academy

Overall Teacher Assistant of the Year
for
REACH

Ms. Chelsea Fischer
St. Mary’s
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2019-2020

SECEP ASP-EBICS Teacher Assistants of the Year
City Winners

These dedicated Teacher Assistants were selected to receive the ASP/EBICS
Teacher Assistant of the Year Award from their cities. Congratulations on the
recognition of your exceptional work.

Ms. Jacqualyn Perry
Chesapeake-Sparrow Road
Intermediate

Ms. Sharmon Barr

Portsmouth-Parkview ES

Ms. Vicki Douglas
Norfolk-Maury HS

Ms. Lesia Beverly
Western TidewaterWestern Branch HS
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2019-2020

SECEP Re-ED/TRAEP

Teachers Assistants of the Year City Winners

These dedicated Teacher Assistants were selected to receive the Re-ED/TRAEP
Teacher Assistant of the Year Award from their cities. Congratulations on the
recognition of your exceptional work.

Ms. Ruby Thompson
Chesapeake Center

Ms. Barbara White
Norfolk Center

Mr. Martin Scarborough
Virginia Beach Elementary Windsor Woods
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News from SECEP Chesapeake Center

We are extremely proud
and fortunate to have
Nurse Barbara Robinson as
part of our team at the
SECEP Chesapeake
Center. Barbara was
awarded Chesapeake’s
School Nurse of the Year
for 2019-2020.
We are honored by this
acknowledgement from
Chesapeake Public
Schools!
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News from SECEP Chesapeake Center-cont.
SECEP Chesapeake Teacher & Staff
Appreciation Surprise

SECEP Chesapeake Center was gifted a very
special acknowledgement recently. During Teacher
Appreciation Week, this sign was erected in front of
our SECEP Chesapeake Center. It was donated
through an “anonymous mystery patron” and DeSigns
of Great Bridge. Karen Giroud of Chesapeake Public
Schools should also be recognized for facilitating city
approval, installation, and coordination of this
surprise.
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News from SECEP Chesapeake Center-cont.
SECEP Chesapeake Center
Student Farewell Parade
On Tuesday, April 28th, 2020, the staff
from the SECEP Chesapeake Center
organized and participated in a farewell
student parade for Taylor. “TC” and his
family will be relocating to
Georgia. The Chesapeake SECEP Team
showed their support and gave farewells by
driving past his house, waving, playing
music, yelling, and holding signs. More
than 25 staff vehicles participated in the
caravan to wish “TC” goodbye.
TC above with a basketball
signed by staff and given to
him by Assistant Principal
Chatman during the parade.

We are proud of TC for all of his hard work at school and in the
community as a SECEP student. We will miss you, and wish you the
best of luck on your new journey!

A picture sent to us from TC as he
entered Georgia!
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Our Memorable NSU Field Trip
By Runa Raha, RE-Ed Teacher at SECEP at RA

First, I would like to thank our Assistant Principal, Dr. Lazarus, for suggesting
the wonderful field trip idea of taking my high school students to visit Norfolk
State University for the campus tour. We received the approval from NSU to visit
the campus and went on Feb 27, 2020. The idea behind this field trip was to give
my high school students a feel for college life and what a college campus looks
like. My goal was to motivate my students towards pursuing higher education
once they pass high school. My students loved this field trip.
The day of the field trip was rainy and cold, and I
was very apprehensive as to how the field trip was
going to happen in such bad weather conditions,
seeing as how we had to walk around the campus to
take the tour. I asked my students what to do,
cancel? They said they had no doubts in their minds
and couldn’t wait to go to NSU and see how the
college campus looks both inside and out!
Even the rain could not
dampen our enthusiasm.

Of all the field trips my students and I have been
on, I truly feel the NSU campus tour has been the best.
I felt so happy and surprised when I saw that every
student paid so much attention to the tour guide, who
was a student at NSU. As the tour guide explained the
various programs in each department, my students
showed their interest by raising their “quiet hands” and
asking questions. In class I am constantly reminding
the students to raise their “quiet hands” to ask a
question, often to their irritation. Here on this trip it
was rewarding to see the students put the skills they
have learned in the classroom into use out in the
public.
Continued...

Our NSU student volunteer
explaining college life.
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Our Memorable NSU Field Trip-cont.
All of the students were completely engaged during the entire field trip and
were very serious in observing the NSU environment. There were no complaints
as we walked in the rain to visit the different departments. It was heart-warming
to see the spark of ambition in my students’ eyes and how they were beginning to
understand the value of an education. They could see the possibilities of becoming a lawyer, an engineer, an actor, a nurse, a musician, and so much more. They
could see how an education could provide them with a better life in the future. I
am so proud of my students.

Our tour guide explains the
different programs at NSU.

Ms. Raha and William

William on the campus.

Our TAs, Mr. Cherry
and Mr. Grant, check
out the NSU brochure.

Once again, I would like to convey a big “thanks” to
my Assistant Principal, Dr. Lazarus, for giving me this
productive and free field trip idea! I also thank my dear
Principal, Ms. Davis; my extremely supportive
Educational Specialist, Dr. Bostic; my partner, Ms.
Points; our Teaching Assistants, Mr. Grant, and Mr.
Cherry; and my mentor Ms. Griffin.

NSU Campus Tour Co-Coordinator explaining to
our students about various NSU program.
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Art Work From SECEP At Princess Anne High School
By: Kathy Rusnak, Educational Specialist

During the 2019-2020 school year, the administrative staff at Princess
Anne High School participated in talks with Warren Brand, founder of
Branded Arts and a producer of 350 public and private mural projects
around the world. The purpose was to present a mural festival in
conjunction with Pharrell Williams’ Something in the Water Festival in
May. Williams is a former graduate of Princess Anne High School in
Virginia Beach. In addition to the murals scheduled to be painted at
Princess Anne High, Thalia Elementary and Town Center, students at
Princess Anne High School were invited to participate in a pop-up art
gallery using the theme, “Unity through Diversity”.
With the help and support of Kathy Rusnak, Calonia Fults, Lauren
Knapp, Candy Conner, Jennifer Moore, Helena Hamilton, Chris
Coleman, Rosa Williamson, and Beth Simon, some of the students in the
SECEP ASP and EBICS classes had an opportunity to create pieces of
art using pre-cut people and stencils they selected. By decorating their
art piece with pictures representing their interests, each student
demonstrated both their individuality and their commonality with their
same-aged peers.
Continued...
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Art Work From SECEP At Princess Anne High School-cont.
Given the arrival of the COVID 19 virus, the festival was cancelled
so all of our students did not have the opportunity to create a picture,
and subsequently the students who did create art did not have the
chance to have their work displayed at the oceanfront during the
Something in the Water Festival. We wanted to take this opportunity,
though, to share some of our students’ wonderful works of art with our
Secep Family.
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Spreading Kindness Throughout The Ghent Community Maury High School ASP Classroom
By Kathi Thomas, Teacher

Room 114’s colorful
kindness rocks.

Zachariah enthusiastically
posing as the “I” in kind!

The students in Mrs. Thomas’ class spent the school year working to create
a kinder, more inclusive environment both within Maury High School and the
surrounding community. Students first received permission for their project
from Maury High School Principal, Karen Berg, and then financial support
(rocks, paint and sealer) from SECEP Principal, Karen Holloway. The students
began by researching kind words and quotes, then painted these onto
kindness rocks. Next the rocks were placed in a small rock garden, which was
built by Mrs. Thomas’ husband, near the chicken coop. The students created
a Facebook page, Maury Rocks Kindness, and reached out to other kindness
rock groups in the area to support this endeavor. By soliciting student
participation within other groups such as the Friendship Club and the
National Honor Society, the rock garden is spreading kindness throughout
the community one rock at a time.

Lilly priming rocks so the colors of
the future designs will be vivid.

Lilly writing encouraging
words on bare rocks!

The students in Mrs. Thomas’ class didn’t stop there – they also painted a HUGE sign
encouraging students to be the “I” in “KIND”. The students also left encouraging posters
throughout the school and gave chocolate “kisses and hugs” to any student who stopped by the
classroom in need of a smile and kind word. While the school year was cut short, these efforts
have gained the attention of many and will continue to encourage others through the summer
and next year! A special thank you to Mr. Old for the donation of the leftover rocks after the
military festival and to Dr. Rhodes for ordering rocks in lieu of a free lunch raffle prize!

Zion and Zachariah painting the huge
“Be the I in Kind” sign.

Zachariah and Zion leaving completed rocks
at the Maury Rocks Kindness garden.
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SECEP AT Landstown High School Visits
Beachside Social
By: Mollie Worden, Teacher

Mollie Worden’s Class Visited
Beachside Social on March 12th with
their Adaptive PE class at Landstown
High School. The students completed
a unit on Shuffleboard and took a trip
to show off their skills! They enjoyed
playing Shuffleboard, Foosball,
Bocce Ball, and Corn Hole.

Brian playing Foosball.

Brian playing Shuffleboard.
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Literacy Make And Take In Chesapeake
On March 5th several SECEP Reading Specialists
hosted a “Make and Take” for SECEP teachers from
Chesapeake and Portsmouth. Everyone met at the SECEP
Chesapeake Center and had the opportunity to create new
materials for LLI Instruction. The session was very
hands-on with lots of new ideas, plenty of supplies, and
time to create. Everyone enjoyed sharing ideas, mingling
with fellow teachers, and going home with so many brand
new curriculum ideas.
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SECEP Staff Prevails
To say that the Covid-19 virus has upended our lives is truly an
understatement. Yet in the midst of the uncertainty and disorder in
our country, the staff at SECEP has pulled together to right the
ship and get it sailing forward for all students. Teachers and
administrative staff have been working hard to prepare lessons,
post internet curriculum, and most importantly stay in touch with
our students. On the next pages are some pictures and reports to
show what we have been up to during “Shelter in Place”.
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SECEP Staff Prevails

A Message From Glenwood to You:

Dear Glenwood Gators,
You are loved. We miss seeing you. Grow each and every day. Keep
on smiling and learning.
Love,
Your School Family
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SECEP Staff Prevails
Reaching Out From Tanners Creek
And Willard Model School
Ms. Gatling, Ms. Ward and Ms. Melville

The effect of the COVID-19 pandemic has taken everyone by surprise. In your wildest
dream would you have ever imagined that life would change this way? Our current situation
explains why they tell us to never take life for granted. We miss our daily routines and just
being with our students. Some of our students may know what is going on while others just
know things are different.
Sierra Gatling and Kathy Ward got together and thought it would be a great idea to send
our students “thinking of you” bags from all their teachers to let the students know how much
we really miss them. Sierra and Kathy reached out to their teachers from Tanners Creek
Elementary and Willard Model Elementary, the Teacher Assistants, Ed Specialist Bea Burton
and our Principal, Karen Shillito, with the idea. The feedback on the idea was amazing and the
outcome of items donated was overwhelming…in a great way of course.
Our Norfolk Occupational Therapist, Marialana Amuso, got creative and made personal
bags for each of our students. She added cool activities to help make learning fun with OT
while being at home. She wrote amazing instructions to help the parents practice each activity
with their child.
On Saturday May 2, Kathy and Sierra met and created these amazing bags for the students.
Then on Tuesday May 5, which was also National Teacher Day, Kathy, Sierra, and April
Melville delivered all of the bags to our students. They were able to finish all deliveries in one
day. Thank you to everyone who helped us put a smile on students’ and their parents’ faces.
We hope our students really enjoy and know they are missed. We are in this together!

Wearing masks is
the new normal.

Lots of disinfecting, and
hand washing, to keep
everyone safe.

Packing activities,
snacks and goodies.

Gloves and masks
keep us healthy.
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SECEP Staff Prevails
Norfolk SECEP Maskerade Staff Meeting
By: Karen Shillito, Principal

The Norfolk ASP/EBICS elementary and middle school staff held a “Maskerade”
Meeting to celebrate all that they have accomplished so far during the school closure
period. Everyone was recognized for their hard work and dedication to students!
Teachers, teacher assistants, related service providers, and specialists are working
together in teams to develop individualized “Learning in Place” plans and to deliver
materials to families. Weekly activities include small group Zoom meetings with
students, interactive worksheets, Power Point presentations, videos of lessons, art
projects, and games. All team members have been engaged in the process of
providing meaningful instruction in a virtual environment. Together, we are helping
our students, our families, and each other meet this unprecedented challenge!

We also appreciate the support we
have received from the technology
department and our Smithfield office
staff. Thank you for all you do---we could
not do this without you!

Ms. Hope Stark
Administrative Assistant

Mr. Chris Crawford
Data Center Manager
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SECEP Staff Prevails
Connecting With Our SECEP Windsor Woods Students
By: Rachel Fiskus, Teacher

Buckets ready to go!

Michael is all smiles!

I love to travel and usually that is where my extra money goes. This
year with “Shelter in Place” I knew there would be no travel, but I came
up with a better idea for some of my stimulus money. I decided to make
activity baskets for my students to encourage them to stick with it and
have fun too. I started working on the baskets over spring break and
created each one to include hands on activities for the students to
achieve their distance learning goals. We all learn differently and for
some of our students learning on a computer is difficult. Some parents
may have trouble motivating their children to do their school work. The
baskets provided reinforcers and items for brain breaks to help
encourage the students to complete their work.
Mrs. Payne and I let the parents know we would be dropping off the
baskets on a Monday. Mrs. Payne delivered half of the baskets and I
delivered the other half, although we did team up to deliver one basket
together. It was the student’s birthday and we wanted to both wish him
a Happy Birthday.
I was not expecting to gain anything on that Monday, but it was the
best day ever and worth every penny. What I gained and experienced,
as I saw the student’s surprised faces, was just as much if not more
than what I would have gained traveling. I learned that the biggest
motivation for our students is not always tangible toys or candy. It’s
simply seeing that we care. Ms. Payne said, one student ran right past
the basket and just wanted to see his teacher. Monday felt like a truly
special day for both Ms. Payne, myself, and our students.

Baskets and buckets
filed with activities,
treats, and love.

Weston discovers his treats!
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SECEP Staff Prevails
More SECEP at Windsor Woods News
By: Jasmine Swann,, Teacher

Wanting to reach out to our students during this “Shelter in Place” time my
fellow teacher and I decided to create special bags to take to our students. We
were able to use some reinforcers left in the classroom, then purchased the other
needed items ourselves. We personalized the bags adding snacks, drinks, candy,
colored pencils, coloring sheets, bookmarks, erasers, and pencils. We have two
students who have calculator accommodations and our administration allowed
us to take a school issued calculator to each student. Some of our students
struggle with technology, so we created folders with paper copies of work for
the students to complete.
On May 7th I called each parent to let them know I would be dropping off the
bags and folders on their front porch. My younger cousin came along to keep
me organized and help with navigation. At each house we were sure to keep six
feet of social distancing, but even at that distance you can wave, talk, and share
a smile. What a wonderful day it was to reconnect with my students!
.

Paper worksheets for
academic practice.

Bags with supplies and
treats for our terrific
students.
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SECEP Staff Prevails
A Message From Rosemont Forest Elementary School to You:

Dear Students,
You are loved and we miss seeing you dearly. Keep on learning.
Love,
Your School Family
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Stay safe during this
unusual time ! We
will all be together
again one day.

